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Message from the president, Dan Jeske:

Dear Members,
Happy New Year to all! I hope 2022 brings satisfaction and joy to all the dimensions of your
lives. I am excited to tell you that we are planning an ISBIS Conference for June 20-21, 2022,
and hope to have it as an in-person event in Naples, Italy. The theme of the conference is
“Statistics and Data Science in Business and Industry,” and the call for participation is here
(LINK). I want to especially thank Matilde Bini and Biagio Palumbo for their hard work on
planning this conference. While we earnestly hope for an in-person event, the conference
will be switched to virtual format if the pandemic conditions require us to do so.
I would like to have the opportunity to meet you personally and find out about your interests
in Statistics, suggestions you might have for ISBIS to improve our connection with members
and potential members, and your individual interests in becoming more involved with the
leadership of ISBIS. Please accept my invitation to zoom with me for 15-30 minutes by
emailing me at daniel.jeske@ucr.edu. I will work with you to set up a time that works for
both us. I look forward to meeting that way with as many of you as possible.
I would like to take some space in my column to pay tribute to our past newsletter editor,
Roman Viveros-Aguilera, who retired from that position July 31, 2021. Roman served as
editor for 8 stellar years, working with past-presidents Vincenzo Esposito Vinzi, David Banks,
Naiini Ravishanker and Fabrizio Ruggeri, who, as Roman has said himself, not only gave
strong support to the newsletter but also contributed steadily with their presidential

messages. Roman ushered in many creative contributions to our ISBIS newsletter, including
use of pictures, including of buildings, reporting on information provided by other industrial
statistics organizations such as ENBIS, shining a light on activities by our young ISBIS
members, and assisting David Steinberg with editorial work on a column that highlighted
interesting statistics articles that were not in the statistical literature.
In a wonderful career that pre-dates his role as ISBIS Newsletter editor, Roman served as
President of the Statistical Society of Canada. Along with Bovas Abraham, he was a cofounder of the Section on Business and Industrial Statistics of that Society, and for 4 years
he was the editor of the Society’s newsletter, Liaison. Roman, we will miss you as editor,
but look forward to your ongoing participation with ISBIS and we wish you the very best
with your future plans.

Sincerely,
Daniel Jeske (daniel.jeske@ucr.edu)
Professor and Vice Provost
University of California, Riverside, USA
President of ISBIS

ISBIS CONFERENCE 2022 on "Statistics and Data Science in Business and Industry" will take
place at University of Napoli Federico II in Naples June 20-21, 2022.
The Program and Organizing Committees hope to offer the opportunity to meet in person
to share perspectives on the newest developments and challenges in statistical methods
and applications in business or industrial contexts. Among the different directions our
engagements will take us, we anticipate discussions around the importance of Data Science
as the new evolutionary frontier that is accelerating Big Data and Advanced Analytics.
The conference will include a scientific collaboration from the Italian Statistical Society (ISS),
the European Network for Business and Industrial Statistics (ENBIS), and the Statistics and
Data Science Group (SDS) of the Italian Statistical Society. All of our partners will actively
participate in the planning of the conference as well as organization of sessions on selected
topics, extending the list of the areas of interest. In case the pandemic situation gets worse,
we will guarantee the conference switching to either hybrid or virtual mode.
Special Issue Publication: Authors will have opportunity to submit a full paper based on
conference presentation to a special issue of the ISBIS Journal, Applied Stochastic Models in
Business in Industry.

For more details, please check the conference website here:
http://isbis2022.dii.unina.it/

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dear ISBIS members,
On behalf of the Program Committee, it is a pleasure to inform the scientific community that
the 51st Meeting of the Italian Statistical Society will be held in Caserta from 22nd to 24th of
June 2022.
Academics, researchers, Ph.D. students, and practitioners interested in statistical and
demography research and the related methodological and applied fields are invited to
submit a short paper (4 pages long) by February 28th.
All information about Conference are available at:
https://meetings3.sis-statistica.org/index.php/SIS2022/Caserta.

Message from ASMBI Editor-in-chief, Fabrizio Ruggeri:

There are some news about ASMBI (Applied Stochastic Models in Business and Industry),
the ISBIS journal. First of all, Kathy Ensor is no longer Editor since she had (regretfully) to
resign since she is now the President of the American Statistical Association. On behalf of
the ASMBI Editorial Board, I would like to thank her for the excellent job she has done during
her tenure as Editor, mostly in charge of the Financial Math papers. I wish her a successful
year as ASA President! She was replaced by Rituparna Sen, who was already familiar with
the editorial process, having been one of the most active and reliable Associate Editors
([AE]s) for years. Now the Editors are based in different continents (Europe, America and
Asia).
ISBIS and Wiley, the ASMBI publisher, agreed on the duration of the terms of the Editors:
they will be three years long, staggered, with possibility of renewal, and with overlap
between outgoing and incoming Editor. In particular, the Editor-in-Chief [EiC] (i.e., myself)
will remain until 30/6/2024 with a new EiC starting from 1/1/2024. I confirm that my very
long tenure (since July 2007) will end for good in 2024. Next year ISBIS and Wiley will start
the process to appoint a new EiC. The terms for the other two Editors end on 30/6/2022
(Emmanuel Yashchin) and 30/6/2023 (Rituparna Sen): both of them accepted my very warm
invitation to stay 3 more years since I have worked very well with both of them. Then the
new EiC will do her/his choices.

Two calls for special issues will be launched pretty soon: one will be on Autonomous Driving
Systems (David Banks and Feng Guo as Guest Editors) and the other on Probabilistic and
statistical methods in commodity risk management (Fabio Antonelli, Roy Cerqueti,
Alessandro Ramponi and Sergio Scarlatti as Guest Editors). Currently we are working (Marco
Reis and Nikolaus Haselgruber as Guest Editors) on a special issue out of the ENBIS 2021
Spring Workshop on Data Science in Process Industries. I hope cooperation with ENBIS will
grow in the near future, ensuring other remarkable special issues like the one we are
working on right now.
It will soon be possible to submit to a new section, called Data Science in Business and
Industry. If you have ideas about review papers or discussion papers on hot topics for this
section, please contact me at fabrizio@mi.imati.cnr.it. We are also planning to prepare a
more precise format for the Practitioner’s Corner, to be followed more strictly than now. If
you have ideas, please contact me. I would like to draw your attention to the latest
contribution to the section: it is a paper on Health care fraud classifiers in practice by three
young researchers (Tahir Ekin, Luca Frigau and Claudio Conversano). I am providing you the
abstract to show you the type of papers we would like to receive.
Statistical and machine learning methods have become paramount in order to handle large size
claims data as part of health care fraud detection frameworks. Among these, predictive methods
such as regression and classification algorithms are widely used with labeled data. However, the
imbalanced nature of health care claims data and skewness of fraud distributions result with
challenges in practical applications. This paper presents the use of various classification algorithms
and data pre-processing methods on claim payment populations and overpayment scenarios with
different characteristics. It can help healthcare practitioners evaluate advantages & disadvantages
of these analytical methods, and choose the right classification method and apply them properly for
their specific circumstances. We utilize publicly available U.S. Medicare Part B health care claims
payment data from the hospitals with a number of fraud label scenarios to demonstrate potential
fraud patterns. We discuss the computational demand and accuracy of the methods.

I remind you that ASMBI is free to ISBIS members (use the credentials you got in the past or
ask the ISBIS officers) and that your papers are always very welcome, but remember that
we have very high standards!
Fabrizio Ruggeri (fabrizio@mi.imati.cnr.it), ASMBI Editor-in-Chief

Message from President Elect, Paulo Canas Rodrigues:

Dear Colleagues and Friends,
It is a great pleasure to let you know that in the second half of 2021, the ISI Executive and
Council Committees have approved the creation of the ISI Special Interest Group (SIG) on
Data Science, which I have the honor and privilege of being its first Chair. This SIG was the
result of the discussions carried out by the "ISI Data Science Working Group", chaired by
Daniel Jeske and Jürgen Symanzik, and composed by association representatives, SIG
representatives, and regional representatives.
The main objectives and expected products of the ISI SIG on Data Science are:
•

•

•

•

•

To strengthen the collaboration between statisticians, computer scientists and other
communities in the field of data science.
To provide a ‘big tent’ to all ISI members, and other colleagues interested in data
science and data analytics, to sit under.
To emphasize the importance of data science in the activities promoted by the ISI and
its associations.
To foster capacity building on data science, including computational skills among
statisticians, and statistical skills among computational scientists.
To coordinate and to promote, in collaboration with the ISI and its Associations,
specific activities in the field of data science.

We are now working on some organizational issues related to membership, structure and
activities and expect to have more exciting news very soon. Please visit our current website
to get more information about this ISI SIG on Data Science: https://www.isi-web.org/isicommunity/committees/data-science.
The ISBIS members and ISBIS leadership have had a great contribution to this ISI SIG on Data
Science, and we are looking forward to your collaboration to strengthen this very important
SIG. If you have any suggestions or questions, please feel free to contact me by email
(paulocanas@gmail.com).
Best Regards,
Paulo Canas Rodrigues (paulocanas@gmail.com)
Chair of the ISI SIG on Data Science

Message from VP of Membership & Outreach, M Z Anis:

Dear Colleagues & Friends
Let me take this opportunity to wish you Health and Happiness during the New Year. I hope
you and your families are all staying safe and healthy; and doing well during these difficult
times. I am very excited to join the Executive Committee of ISBIS as VP (Membership &
Outreach). Let me briefly introduce myself. I am member of the faculty of the SQC & OR
Division of the Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta. My research interests are broadly in
Statistical Process Control, Reliability and Applied Statistics. Besides being an Associate
Editor of IAPQR Transactions, I also serve as the Assistant Secretary of the International
Statistical Education Centre.
At the outset, my special thanks go to Tahir Ekin who did a wonderful job as the VP
(Membership & Outreach) during the last two years. I am truly blessed to have been
preceded by him. He successfully put in place a system for Institutional Membership with
three levels (Gold, Silver and Bronze) and different benefits. It was planned that these
benefits would reflect in our conferences (free or discounted fee, booths), ISBIS web-page
and ISBIS Newsletter. The Covid-19 pandemic and its associated effect on our conferences
delayed this activity; and these need to be started. Please suggest possible institutional
members. Needless to state that they are important not only to increase our impact but also
support our other activities.

On social media, ISBIS can be found at https://twitter.com/isbis_isi and
https://www.linkedin.com/company/isbis-isi. Our blog can be reached at
https://blogisbis.wordpress.com/. As I am not social media savvy, I need help in managing
these accounts. Also, the ISBIS CONFERENCE 2022 on "Statistics and Data Science in Business
and Industry" will take place at University of Napoli Federico II in Naples during June 20-21,
2022. Other details regarding the conference can be obtained at the conference website.
The annual renewal of existing membership is now open. Current members must have
received an e-mail from ISI directing them to the link https://shop.isi-web.org/login which
can be used for on-line payment of renewal fee. The process is indeed very simple as I found
while paying my annual dues. The fee can be paid by credit card and the receipt can be
downloaded immediately.
Finally, I would like to ask you to please participate in our membership survey:
Click here to access ISBIS Membership Survey
For the betterment of our society we need to have a dialogue which to some extent this
survey will facilitate. In a subsequent edition of the Newsletter, I propose to present the
analysis of the survey as also details of the membership.
I want to emphasize that I look forward to hearing from you about how to improve our
society. (You may also reach out to our President.) Kindly share your thoughts and I shall try
my very best to work with you.
I look forward to serving our community.
Thank you,
M Z Anis (zafar@isical.ac.in)
Vice President (Membership & Outreach)

Message from VP of y-BIS, Nathaniel Stevens:

Dear colleagues and friends,
It is a great privilege to have been nominated as y-BIS Vice-President. My involvement with
this community began in 2021 when I co-organized a y-BIS webinar series as well as y-BISsponsored sessions at the 2021 WSC. I’m now very excited (and honoured) to be leading the
group. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Luca Frigau, the outgoing y-BIS VicePresident, for his years of service and leadership. His work and vision have been invaluable;
thank you, Luca!
In this newsletter entry, I would also like to briefly introduce myself, call your attention to
existing and future y-BIS initiatives, and to solicit your feedback on how you think y-BIS can
best serve you.
First, the introduction: I’m an Assistant Professor of Statistics at the University of Waterloo
where I also serve as program Director for our undergraduate data science program. Prior
to this I was an Assistant Professor at the University of San Francisco where I was affiliated
with both their undergraduate and graduate data science programs. My research interests
include experimental design and A/B testing, social network modeling and monitoring,
survival and reliability analysis, measurement system analysis, and the development of
estimation-based alternatives to traditional hypothesis testing.

Next, I’d like to bring your attention to some upcoming y-BIS events. As I’m sure you’re now
aware, the 2022 ISBIS Conference will be held June 20-21, 2022 in Naples, Italy. Young
statisticians will find two invited sessions organized for them; one sponsored by y-BIS and
the other by the Italian Statistical Society’s Young Statisticians group. More details will be
posted on the conference webpage as they become available.
Beyond this conference, I have future plans for webinars, networking events, invited
sessions in other international conferences, a y-BIS-specific conference (like the ones held
in 2012, 2013, and 2019), and an award for young statisticians (similar in spirit to the ENBIS
one). Updates and developments on these future initiatives will be communicated in this
newsletter and via the ISBIS email list.
Finally, I would like to hear from you. I invite you to email me with comments and
suggestions about upcoming and ongoing y-BIS initiatives. It is important to me that y-BIS
continues to provide helpful content, resources, and experiences for the young statisticians
of ISBIS. So please, let me know what I can do to ensure this.
All the best,
Nathaniel Stevens (nstevens@uwaterloo.ca)
y-BIS Vice-President

Upcoming Events Sponsored by ISBIS:
ISBIS would like to thank Dr. Rahim Mahmoudvand on organizing the upcoming workshop
on Common Errors in Statistical Studies.

Workshop on Common Errors in Statistical Studies
Bu-Ali Sina University, Hamedan, Iran (24 Feb to 03 Mar, 2022)
Statistics is the discipline that concerns the collection, organization, analysis, interpretation,
and presentation of data. In applying statistics to a scientific, industrial, or social problem, it
is required to pay attention to all aspects of the definition of the statistics as a scientific tool.
However, many studies that use statistical tools just focus on the analysis of data. Despite
of the appropriateness of the analysis, in each of the other aspects of statistics, errors can
and do occur.
AGNA, along with Bu-Ali Sina University, and jointly with ISBIS organize a workshop on
common errors in statistical studies and how to avoid them.
Organizers:

Venue: Bu-Ali Sina University, Hamedan, Iran

Message from VP of Communication and Newsletter Editor, Babak Zafari:

Dear ISBIS colleagues,
I would like to thank all of you who stayed connected with us in the past years, especially in
the last two years given the difficult times and the disruptions that we all went through.
One final reminder about the upcoming ISBIS Conference for June 20-21, 2022 in Naples,
Italy. This will be out first in-person meeting in few years and we are looking forward to
seeing you there. I encourage you to register by April 30th 2022 to take advantage of the
discounted early registration fees. This would also help us to better plan the event. As for
other webinar and recordings, you can watch the ISBIS videos in the ISI webinars library
https://www.isi-web.org/webinars that keeps an up-to-date list and links to the recordings
for all the videos produced by ISI and the associations. It also has a list of upcoming
webinars.
In my new role as the VP of Communication and the Newsletter Editor, I would like to thank
Roman Viveros-Aguilera, who served as newsletter editor for 8 years and the time he spent
sharing his experience with me. I would like to thank everyone who contributed to this issue.
Best Regards,
Babak Zafari (bzafai@babson.edu)
VP of Communication & Newsletter Editor

